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Allies Aug 28 2019 From Alan Gratz, the highly acclaimed, New York Times bestselling author of the
blockbuster Refugee, comes a thrilling new multi-perspective novel, this time centered around DDay. D-Day, June 6, 1944: the most expansive military endeavor in history. No less than world
cooperation would bring down Hitler and the Axis powers. And so people -- and kids -- across the
globe lent their part. From the young US soldiers in the boats to spies in the French countryside, the
coordination of thousands came together. Alan Gratz, author of the New York Times bestselling
Refugee, explores the necessity of teamwork and heroism in dismantling tyranny in this epic, yet
personal, look at D-Day in time for the 75th anniversary of the operation.
D-Day Invasion Oct 11 2020 The story behind D-Day begins in 1939 when Nazi Germany, led by
Adolf Hitler, attacked Poland and ignited World War Two. The following year, the Germans occupied
France and Western Europe and launched a vicious air war against Britain. In 1941, they invaded
the Soviet Union. Seemingly unstoppable, the Nazis now held virtually all of Europe. They imposed
a ruthless system of control and unleashed the horror of the Holocaust. However, by 1943, the tide
had begun to turn in favor of the Allies, the forces opposed to Germany. In the east, despite huge
losses, the Soviets began to force the Germans back.
The Long Road Home Jun 26 2019 An acclaimed historian offers a radical reassessment of the
aftermath of World War II through personal accounts and major new sources--including memoirs,
essays, and oral histories. "The Long Road Home" tells the epic story of how millions redefined the
notion of home amid painstaking recovery.
The Greatest Battles in History May 18 2021 *Includes pictures*Includes accounts of the fighting by
Berlin residents and Soviet soldiers*Includes footnotes and a bibliography for further
reading*Includes a table of contents“On the walls of the houses we saw Goebbels' appeals,
hurriedly scrawled in white paint: 'Every German will defend his capital. We shall stop the Red
hordes at the walls of our Berlin.' Just try and stop them! Steel pillboxes, barricades, mines, traps,
suicide squads with grenades clutched in their hands—all are swept aside before the tidal
wave.Drizzling rain began to fall. Near Bisdorf I saw batteries preparing to open fire. 'What are the
targets?' I asked the battery commander. 'Centre of Berlin, Spree bridges, and the northern and
Stettin railway stations,' he answered. Then came the tremendous words of command: 'Open fire on
the capital of the Fascist Germany.'I noted the time. It was exactly 8:30 a.m. on 22 April. Ninety-six
shells fell in the centre of Berlin in the course of a few minutes.” – A Soviet war correspondent While
much has been written of the Battle of the Bulge, Okinawa, Midway, Stalingrad, and many other
conflicts of the Second World War, the Battle for Berlin has remained in the shadows for many
historians. Its importance in toppling Hitler cannot be denied, despite the fact that some thought its
strategic value unnecessary to the war itself. The capture of the city and the red Soviet banner
hanging victorious over the Reichstag is one of history's most famous (an ominous) images. In the
weeks it took for the Battle of Berlin to be fought, an American president passed away, a British
Prime Minister had to make concessions he did not desire, a Russian leader fought his way into
Western Europe to stay, and a German one took his own life. The battle's implications would be felt
for the next 50 years.In April 1945, the Allies were within sight of the German capital of Berlin, but

Hitler refused to acknowledge the collapsed state of the German military effort even at this
desperate stage, and he confined himself to his Berlin bunker where he met for prolonged periods
only with those that professed eternal loyalty, even to the point of death. In his last weeks, Hitler
continued to blame the incompetence of military officers for Germany's apparent failings, and he
even blamed the German people themselves for a lack of spirit and strength. As their leader
dwelled in a state of self-pity, without remorse or mercy but near suicide, the people of Berlin were
simply left to await their fate as Russians advanced from the east and the other Allies advanced
from the west. Most Berliners had given up hope of a win, and few cared for anything but relief from
their circumstances, but Berliners did have a deep fear of which of the victor nations would arrive in
Berlin first. The Soviets, closing in from hard fought battles in the east, had lost millions of men in
the war already, and with an invasion force 2.5 million strong, they longed for revenge and a
chance to right the wrongs of not only this war but the last. Even for Berliners too exhausted to be
saddened by a German loss, “liberation” by the Soviets was unthinkable. At the same time, though
most believed it would not happen, the Americans and British suddenly appeared to shift priorities
regarding the need to take the actual capital city. Since it was “no longer a military objective”,
according to Eisenhower, it would be left for the Soviet armies to arrive in Berlin first, bringing to
fruition many Germans' worst fears. The battle would technically begin on April 16, 1945, and
though it ended in a matter of weeks, it produced some of the war's most climactic events and had
profound implications on the immediate future. In the wake of the war, the European continent was
devastated, leaving the Soviet Union and the United States as uncontested superpowers and
ushering in nearly half a century of Cold War.
Armageddon Mar 04 2020 One of the greatest military feats during the Second World War was the
transformation of the German force's activities in the weeks following the battles in Holland and the
German border, where the Allies had finally inflicted the greatest catastrophes of modern war on
them.Somehow the Germans found the strength to halt the Allied advance in its tracks and to
prolong the war to 1945. This book is the epic story of those last eight months of the war in
northern Europe.
Normandy Oct 03 2022 Normandy depicts the planning and execution of Operation Overlord in 96
full-color pages. The initial paratrooper assault is shown, as well as the storming of the five D-Day
beaches: Utah, Omaha, Gold, Juno, and Sword. But the story does not end there. Once the Allies got
ashore, they had to stay ashore. The Germans made every effort to push them back into the sea.
This book depicts the such key events in the Allied liberation of Europe as: 1. Construction of the
Mulberry Harbors, two giant artificial harbors built in England and floated across the English
Channel so that troops, vehicles, and supplies could be offloaded across the invasion beaches.2.
The Capture of Cherbourg, the nearest French port, against a labyrinth of Gennan pillboxes.3. The
American fight through the heavy bocage (hedgerow country) to take the vital town of Saint-Lô.4.
The British-Canadian struggle for the city of Caen against the “Hitler Youth Division,” made up of
23,000 seventeen- and eighteen-year-old Nazi fanatics.5. The breakout of General Patton’s Third
Army and the desperate US 30th Division’s defense of Mortaine.6. The Falaise Pocket, known as the
“Killing Ground, ” where the remnants of two German armies were trapped and bombed and shelled
into submission. The slaughter was so great that 5,000 Germans were buried in one mass grave. 7.
The Liberation of Paris, led by the 2nd Free French Armored Division, which had been fighting for
four long years with this goal in mind.
The Blood of Free Men Apr 16 2021 As the Allies struggled inland from Normandy in August of
1944, the fate of Paris hung in the balance. Other jewels of Europe -- sites like Warsaw, Antwerp,
and Monte Cassino -- were, or would soon be, reduced to rubble during attempts to liberate them.
But Paris endured, thanks to a fractious cast of characters, from Resistance cells to Free French
operatives to an unlikely assortment of diplomats, Allied generals, and governmental officials. Their
efforts, and those of the German forces fighting to maintain control of the city, would shape the
course of the battle for Europe and color popular memory of the conflict for generations to come. In
The Blood of Free Men, celebrated historian Michael Neiberg deftly tracks the forces vying for Paris,
providing a revealing new look at the city's dramatic and triumphant resistance against the Nazis.
The salvation of Paris was not a foregone conclusion, Neiberg shows, and the liberation was a
chaotic operation that could have easily ended in the city's ruin. The Allies were intent on bypassing
Paris so as to strike the heart of the Third Reich in Germany, and the French themselves were

deeply divided; feuding political cells fought for control of the Resistance within Paris, as did
Charles de Gaulle and his Free French Forces outside the city. Although many of Paris's citizens
initially chose a tenuous stability over outright resistance to the German occupation, they were
forced to act when the approaching fighting pushed the city to the brink of starvation. In a
desperate bid to save their city, ordinary Parisians took to the streets, and through a combination of
valiant fighting, shrewd diplomacy, and last-minute aid from the Allies, managed to save the City of
Lights. A groundbreaking, arresting narrative of the liberation, The Blood of Free Men tells the full
story of one of the war's defining moments, when a tortured city and its inhabitants narrowly
survived the deadliest conflict in human history.
Children of Our Own War Sep 09 2020 It is 1943 and the big war in Europe is now in its fourth year.
The Allies have begun to take the fight to Germany and bombing raids on German cities are now an
almost daily and nightly occurrence. As cities are being destroyed, panic-stricken survivors are
frantically searching for relatives to find shelter with. Refugees, driven out of recently occupied
Russian territories in the east, are now arriving with only small pieces of luggage as their only
possessions and they are in desperate need of places to stay. Our small house, which we already
shared with another family, soon nearly doubles its occupancy as desperate relatives in need of
shelter kept arriving. All eligible men are away fighting at one of Hitlers many fronts. The
overwhelming need to support this effort has left the country drained of nearly everything and has
forced mothers alone to protect and provide for their families during this most difficult period of
history. Fear, hunger, and the struggle to survive have become a way of life. As children we did not
always understand the serious time in which we lived, however, we learned to assess the fear from
the expressions on our mothers faces, especially so during the frequent air raids. Often it was their
despair that we quietly observed while they struggled with the constant inability to adequately
provide for their families. In late1943, my family received the news that Dad had recently become a
prisoner of war. By late1944, it became clear that Germany was losing the war. Fear that Russian
troops would reach our area ahead of American or British forces became the real concern now. Just
days prior to Germanys capitulation, our occupation occurred, and this event would forever remain
in my memory and directly affect much of my young life. The events, as described, were real and
have been written as seen through the eyes of a young boy. Following our liberation, we came to
realize the enormous atrocities that had occurred and learned of people whose suffering had been
far greater than ours, and to those people I wish to offer my deepest respect.
The Liberation of Paris Jun 30 2022 *Includes pictures*Includes accounts of the fighting, liberation,
and victory processions written by participants*Includes online resources and a bibliography for
further reading*Includes a table of contents"People of Paris [...] the long-awaited day has arrived!
French and Allied troops are at the gates of Paris. It is the sacred duty of all Parisians to do battle!
The hour of national resurrection has sounded." - poster displayed in Paris in August 1944 One of
the most famous people in the world came to tour the city of Paris for the first time on June 28,
1940. Over the next three hours, he rode through the city's streets, stopping to tour L'Op�ra Paris.
He rode down the Champs-�lys�es toward the Trocadero and the Eiffel Tower, where he had his
picture taken. After passing through the Arc de Triomphe, he toured the Pantheon and old medieval
churches, though he did not manage to see the Louvre or the Palace of Justice. Heading back to the
airport, he told his staff, "It was the dream of my life to be permitted to see Paris. I cannot say how
happy I am to have that dream fulfilled today." Four years after his tour, Adolf Hitler would order
the city's garrison commander, General Dietrich von Choltitz, to destroy Paris, warning his
subordinate that the city "must not fall into the enemy's hand except lying in complete debris." Of
course, Paris was not destroyed before the Allies liberated it, but it would take more than 4 years
for them to wrest control of France from Nazi Germany after they took the country by storm in
about a month in 1940. By the end of D-Day, June 6, 1944, the Allies had managed to successfully
land 170,000 men, with over 75,000 on the British and Canadian beaches, 57,000 on the American
beaches, and over 24,000 airborne troops. Thanks to Allied deception, the German army had failed
to react to prevent the Allies from making the most of their landings. Just one division, the
Hitlerjugend, would arrive the following day. Despite a fearsome and bloody day, the majority of the
Allied forces had held their nerve, and most importantly, achieved their objectives. This ensured
Operation Overlord was ultimately successful, and victory in Europe would be achieved within less
than a year. Given how the rest of the war played out, it's often forgotten that the British and

Americans, after breaking out from their D-Day beachhead on the continent, did not free Paris from
its Third Reich garrison. Instead, it was the people of Paris themselves, encouraged by the Allied
armies putting the Germans to rout nearby, who retook the city, led by figures from the French
Resistance. The revolt that emerged involved many factions, chiefly the followers of Charles de
Gaulle, or the "Gaullists," and the communists of the PCF (Parti Communiste Francais, French
Communist Party). These factions provided the spearhead and the catalyst sparking the people of
Paris into rebellion against their Nazi masters, and the leadership coordinating that uprising and
making it a success. Their rivalry and thirst for power spurred them on to outdo each other, but
they all sought the same objective: defeat of the foreign occupiers. The Liberation, once it began,
required just one week to complete. Parisians fired the first shots on August 19, even as the Allies
remained wary of trying to liberate Paris due to its cultural significance, knowing full well that Hitler
could order the city destroyed. Nevertheless, on August 24, 1944, the French 2nd Armored Division
began liberating parts of Paris, with overjoyed crowds of Parisians welcoming them, while the other
Allies entered the eastern part of the city. General von Choltitz decided not to bomb Paris during a
retreat, instead surrendering the city intact on August 25. That same day, Charles de Gaulle made a
speech at the Hotel de Ville celebrating the freeing of the city and calling for French armies to
sweep into Germany and exact "revenge" on the Germans.
Strategic and Operational Deception in the Second World War Jun 06 2020
Auschwitz and the Allies Feb 01 2020 A thorough analysis of Allied actions after learning about the
horrors of Nazi concentration camps—includes survivors’ firsthand accounts. Why did they wait so
long? Among the myriad questions of what the Allies could have done differently in World War II,
understanding why it took them so long to respond to the horrors of the Nazi concentration
camps—specifically Auschwitz—remains vital today. In Auschwitz and the Allies, Martin Gilbert
presents a comprehensive look into the series of decisions that helped shape this particular course
of the war, and the fate of millions of people, through his eminent blend of exhaustive devotion to
the facts and accessible, graceful writing. Featuring twenty maps prepared specifically for this
history and thirty-four photographs, along with firsthand accounts by escaped Auschwitz prisoners,
Gilbert reconstructs the span of time between Allied awareness and definitive action in the face of
overwhelming evidence of Nazi atrocities. “An unforgettable contribution to the history of the last
war.” —Jewish Chronicle
The War in the West: A New History Sep 21 2021 From Hitler's invasion of Russia, America's entry
into the conflict and the devastating Thousand Bomber Raids over Germany, to the long grinding
struggle in the deserts of North Africa and the crucial Battle of the Atlantic, the middle passage of
the Second World War was all about turning back the Nazi tide. These catalytic moments would
come to define the course of the war and its outcome. They encompass the most vicious fighting,
the most hair-raising strategy and the most breathtaking bravery. Across the battlefronts on land,
sea and air, to the streets, fields and factories of Britain, America, Africa and Europe, Holland
shows, in his own dramatic and compelling style, how the fortunes of war were changed and what
happened when the Allies were finally able to fight back . . . 'Impeccably researched and superbly
written... Holland's fascinating sage offers a mixture of captivating new research and wellconsidered revisionism' Observer 'Exceptional... Holland's success is built in part on an engaging
writing stule and in part on a genuinely fresh approach to events' Wall Street Journal 'The best of
the new generation of WW2 historians' Sebastian Faulks
Hitler's Secret War Mar 16 2021 De-classification of British and American archives, some made
public as recently as October 1999, and interviews conducted by Charles Whiting in the years since
World War II, now make it possible to assemble an unprecedented account of German espionage in
World War II, included the stealing of the U.S. Norden bombsight, the campaign of deception
preceding the Battle of the Bulge, and successful spying operations against U.S. Vice-President
Henry Wallace and Winston Churchill.
The Inter-war years ;The Second World War begins ;War in the West 1940 ;Barbarossa: the German
invasion of the Soviet Union ;Japan expands its war with China ;The turning tide: fall 1942-spring
1944 ;Developments on the home front and in technical and medical fields ;Allied victory 1944-45
;Further reading ;Index Mar 28 2022 In this Very Short Introduction, the eminent scholar Gerhard L.
Weinberg explores one of the most important events in history. Examining the origins, course, and
impact of the World War II - through both the soldiers and the ordinary citizens who lived through it

- he considers the long-lasting impact it continues to have around the world.
If the Allies Had Fallen Nov 04 2022 “The history of WWII is riddled with might-have-beens that are
amply explored in this stimulating collection of scholarly essays . . . illuminating.” —Publishers
Weekly What if Stalin had signed with the West in 1939? What if the Allies had been defeated on DDay? What if Hitler had won the war? From the Munich crisis and the dropping of the first atom
bomb to Hitler’s declaration of war on the United States and the D-Day landings, historians suggest
“what might have been” if key events in World War II had gone differently. Written by an
exceptional team of historians as if these world-changing events had really happened, If the Allies
Had Fallen is a spirited and terrifying alternate history, and a telling insight into the dramatic
possibilities of World War II. Contributors include: Thomas M. Barker, Harold C. Deutsch, Walter S.
Dunn, Robert M. Love, D. Clayton James, Bernard C. Nalty, Richard J. Overy, Paul Schratz, Dennis E.
Showalter, Gerhard L. Weinberg, Anne Wells, and Herman S. Wolk. “Here, nineteen eminent
historians riff on various outcomes. What if the United States had read Japanese codes early enough
to forestall Pearl Harbor? What if Hitler had captured Moscow? Skillfully written, this makes for
absorbing reading, if ultimately just fantasy.” —Library Journal
Operation Alacrity Jul 08 2020 To win the war against German U-boats, the Allies had to protect
their convoys in the vast black hole of the mid-Atlantic known as the Azores Gap. In 1943 they
devised a plan to set up air bases on the Azores Islands, owned by neutral Portugal. It was essential
for the operation to remain secret because the Allies had to get there before the Germans, who had
their own plan to build bases. Author Norman Herz took part in the Allied operation as a corporal
with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers' 928th Engineer Aviation Regiment. At the time he was given
little information about the operation and told never to talk about what he did. After the war,
Operation Alacrity remained mostly unknown, kept secret, Herz suggests, so the U.S. government
would not be embarrassed--they had claimed they would not invade the Portuguese territory. In
researching the book, Herz found not a word of the operation mentioned in any official U.S. history
of World War II but a treasure trove of declassified memos and others documents from the files of
the U.S. Joint Chiefs of Staff and the Combined U.S. U.K. Chiefs of Staff and in state department
files. The story is filled with diplomatic intrigue and double-dealing, including secret meetings
between Franklin Roosevelt and Winston Churchill and Churchill's use of a 1373 treaty with Portugal
to justly landing in the Azores. The story also involves all of the Allied engineering branches, from
U.S. Navy Seabees to RAF Sappers. The success of their operation is undeniable. U-boats stopped
patrolling the Azores Gap and not a single Allied troopship was lost again in the area. Today the
base is an important link to American and NATO defense worldwide.
Erwin Rommel and the Afrika Korps Jul 20 2021 *Includes pictures *Includes accounts of the
fighting *Includes online resources and a bibliography for further reading One of his biographers
called him "a complex man: a born leader, a brilliant soldier, a devoted husband, a proud father;
intelligent, instinctive, brave, compassionate, vain, egotistical, and arrogant." As that description
suggests, every account of Erwin Rommel's life must address what appears to be its inherent
contradictions. Fittingly, and in the same vein, he remains one of the best remembered generals of
World War II and history at large, despite the fact he was on the losing side, and he was defeated at
the most famous battle of his career, the decisive Battle of El Alamein. With the Axis forces trying to
push through Egypt towards the Suez Canal and the British Mandate of Palestine, American forces
landed to their west in North Africa, which ultimately compelled Rommel to try to break through
before the Allies could build up and overwhelm them with superior numbers. Given that the
combined Allied forces under Bernard Montgomery already had an advantage in manpower,
Montgomery also wanted to be aggressive, and the fighting would start in late October 1942 with
an Allied attack. At Alamein, 195,000 troops in 11 divisions faced off against 50,000 Germans (four
divisions) and 54,000 Italians (eight divisions), where they were able to use their superior numbers
and weapons to defeat the Axis troops. Over the next few weeks, the Allies made steady progress
and forced Rommel to conduct a fighting retreat to safety until his army linked up with another Axis
army in Tunisia, but the fighting at the end of 1942 inevitably compelled all Axis forces to quit the
theater, the first time since the beginning of the war that Africa was safe for the Allies. After leaving
North Africa, Rommel spent much of the later part of the war strengthening German defenses
across the Atlantic in anticipation of an amphibious Allied landing, which would come in June 1944.
But the murky role he played in the notorious July 20 plot on Adolf Hitler's life in 1944, the closest

an assassination attempt got to killing the Nazi Fuhrer, would bring about the Desert Fox's untimely
demise in October 1944, even as the Soviets and Western Allies were tightening the vise on
Germany. Compelled to take cyanide by authorities, the Desert Fox insisted he was innocent until
his dying day, and his popularity forced the Nazi government to claim his death was brought about
by a heart attack or a cerebral embolism. In fact, Rommel was given an official state funeral, and
Winston Churchill would go on to praise him, "He also deserves our respect because, although a
loyal German soldier, he came to hate Hitler and all his works, and took part in the conspiracy to
rescue Germany by displacing the maniac and tyrant. For this, he paid the forfeit of his life. In the
sombre wars of modern democracy, chivalry finds no place ... Still, I do not regret or retract the
tribute I paid to Rommel, unfashionable though it was judged." While there is a great division when
it comes to historical opinion with respect to Rommel's merits as a general as well as the moral
choices he made, both historians and the public continue to be intrigued by this man who has been
dead for over 70 years. People at large continue to consider Rommel one of the greatest generals
of the 20th century, an opinion shared by many of his contemporaries on both sides of World War II.
For example, British General Harold Alexander hinted at both his strengths and weaknesses,
commenting, "He was a tactician of the greatest ability, with a firm grasp of every detail of the
employment of armour in action, and very quick to seize the fleeting opportunity and the critical
turning point of a mobile battle. I felt certain doubts, however, about his strategic ability, in
particular as to whether he fully understood the importance of a sound administrative plan."
Aftermath of War Apr 28 2022
The Bombing of Auschwitz Aug 21 2021 Could the Allies have prevented the deaths of tens of
thousands of Holocaust victims? Inspired by a conference held to mark the opening of the US
Holocaust Memorial Museum, this book brings together the key contributions to this debate.
The Desert Rats May 06 2020 *Includes pictures *Includes online resources and a bibliography for
further reading The fighting in North Africa during World War II is commonly overlooked, aside from
the famous battle at El Alamein that pitted the British under General Bernard Montgomery against
the legendary "Desert Fox," Erwin Rommel. But while the Second Battle of El Alamein would be the
pivotal action in North Africa, the conflict in North Africa began all the way back in the summer of
1940 when Italian dictator Benito Mussolini declared Italy's entrance into the war. From his
perspective, the fact that the British and French had their hands full with the Germans created an
opportunity for Italy to enlarge its colonial holdings in Africa by seizing portions of the British
Empire. However, British troops in the colony of Egypt responded to Italy's declaration of war by
driving through the Egyptian-Ethiopian border and attacking Italian troops stationed in the Italian
colony of Ethiopia. By September 13, 1940, Italian commanders in Ethiopia were finally ready to put
Mussolini's plan into action and attack British colonial holdings, but British troops had already
attacked a series of Italian frontier posts and had inflicted 3,500 casualties among Italy's North
African troops. Despite Italy's advantages, in December 1940, Operation Compass was launched
under the overall command of British General Archibald Percival Wavell. In a mobile campaign, the
Italian 10th Army was swiftly routed and pitched into retreat. A headlong pursuit followed,
spearheaded by the 7th Armoured Division, who would become known as the legendary Desert
Rats, and supported by a variety of British and Commonwealth troops. It was during this advance
that the important port of Tobruk was taken, mainly by Australians troops, and held for 241 days,
despite the ebb and flow of Allied military fortunes. Dealing with the Italians was one thing, but the
British faced an entirely different monster in North Africa when Erwin Rommel, a German general
who had gained much fame for his role in the invasions of Poland and France, was sent to North
Africa in February 1941 along with the Afrika Korps. Rommel's directives from the German
headquarters were to maneuver in a way that would allow him to hide the fact that his ultimate
goal was the capture of Cairo and the Suez Canal. The ultimate plan was that Rommel would not
reveal the Germans' true intentions in North Africa until after the Germans had made headway in
their invasion of the Soviet Union. With the Axis forces trying to push through Egypt towards the
Suez Canal and the British Mandate of Palestine, American forces landed to their west in North
Africa, which ultimately compelled Rommel to try to break through before the Allies could build up
and overwhelm them with superior numbers. Given that the combined Allied forces under
Montgomery already had an advantage in manpower, Montgomery also wanted to be aggressive,
and the fighting would start in late October 1942 with an Allied attack. The Second Battle of El

Alamein was a turning point in the campaign. While the scale of the battle paled in comparison to
the battles of the Eastern Front, where the majority of German troops were concentrated, it still
marked an important victory in World War II, especially from the British perspective. The fighting at
the end of 1942 inevitably compelled all Axis forces to quit the theater, the first time since the
beginning of the war that Africa was safe for the Allies. The Desert Rats: The History and Legacy of
the British Army's 7th Armoured Division during World War II chronicles the legendary unit's war
record, and how the Desert Rats earned their name in North Africa. Along with pictures of important
people, places, and events, you will learn about the Desert Rats like never before.
Churchill and the Avoidable War Aug 09 2020 World War II was the defining event of our age-the
climactic clash between democracy and tyranny. It led to revolutions, the demise of empires, a
protracted Cold War, and religious strife still not ended. Yet Churchill maintained that it was all
avoidable: "If the Allies had resisted Hitler strongly in his early stages...he would have been forced
to recoil." Here is a transformative view of Churchill's prescriptions, and the degree to which he
pursued them in the decade before the war. It shows he was both right and wrong: right that Hitler
could have been stopped; wrong that he did all he could to stop him. Could WW2 have been
prevented? Yes-at one juncture in particular-but with great difficulty.
Shadows on the Mountain Oct 30 2019 An in-depth look at a crucial, little-known World War II
episode—the failed Allied policy in Yugoslavia and its ramifications in the Balkans and beyond
Winston Churchill called it one of his biggest wartime failures—the shift of British and U.S. support
from Yugoslavia's Draža Mihailovic and his royalist resistance movement to Tito and his communist
Partisans. This book illuminates the complex reasons behind that failure through the incredible
story of what has been called the greatest rescue of Allied airmen from behind enemy lines in World
War II history, a rescue executed, incredibly, with minimal official support from the United States
and none such support from Great Britain. Recounts an unknown chapter of World War II history
and the single largest rescue operation of the war Starting with Serbia's tragedy and triumph in
World War II through civil war in Yugoslavia during World War I, focuses on the history of the
Balkans, a tragically misunderstood part of the world Sheds new light on the OSS-SOE relationship
and manipulations of intelligence that profoundly altered policy decision making Reveals how failed
Allied policy set the stage for Yugoslavia's breakup in the 1990s Details the wartime camaraderie of
unlikely warriors who became fast friends, outcasts, and heroes in executing the rescue Written
with the drama of a novel and the insight of serious history, Shadows on the Mountain is essential
reading for anyone interested in World War II, European history, and the Balkans.
The Waffen-SS in Normandy Nov 11 2020 An examination of how the Waffen-SS fared in Normandy
in June 1944 and whether they deserve their reputation of being the ultimate fighting soldiers. One
of the greatest paradoxes of the Battle of Normandy is that the German divisions found it much
harder to reach the front line than the Allies, who had to cross the sea and then deploy in a
cramped bridgehead until the American breakthrough of late July 1944. The Waffen-SS were no
better off than the Heer units and German high command never quite got on top of operations, as
the divisions were thrown into the melee one by one. During the month of June 1944, the Panzer
divisions present succeeded in containing the Allies in a small bridgehead. In July, the arrival of
more SS divisions should have finally allowed the Germans to counterattack decisively. This was not
the reality. The Allies had also strengthened in number and kept the blows coming, one after
another. Each SS-Panzer division had a different experience of the fighting in July. This Casemate
Illustrated looks at the divisions one by one throughout Operations Goodwood and Cobra which saw
large tank battles and the collapse of the German front in Normandy. It includes over 100
photographs, alongside biographies of the commanders and color profiles of trucks and tanks which
played a key role in operations as the Americans succeeded in breaking through the German line of
defense. “A superb series.” —Miniature Wargames
How Hitler Could Have Won World War II Dec 25 2021 From an acclaimed military historian, a
fascinating account of just how close the Allies were to losing World War II. Most of us rally around
the glory of the Allies' victory over the Nazis in World War II. The story is often told of how the good
fight was won by an astonishing array of manpower and stunning tactics. However, what is often
overlooked is how the intersection between Adolf Hitler's influential personality and his military
strategy was critical in causing Germany to lose the war. With an acute eye for detail and his use of
clear prose, Bevin Alexander goes beyond counterfactual "What if?" history and explores for the

first time just how close the Allies were to losing the war. Using beautifully detailed, newly designed
maps, How Hitler Could Have Won World War II exquisitely illustrates the important battles and how
certain key movements and mistakes by Germany were crucial in determining the war's outcome.
Alexander's harrowing study shows how only minor tactical changes in Hitler's military approach
could have changed the world we live in today. Alexander probes deeply into the crucial
intersection between Hitler's psyche and military strategy and how his paranoia fatally
overwhelmed his acute political shrewdness to answer the most terrifying question: Just how close
were the Nazis to victory?
Enforced Disarmament Feb 12 2021 Can states be disarmed even without going to war and, if so,
in what circumstances?
Among the Dead Cities Jun 18 2021 Among the Dead Cities is a re-examination of the Allied Forces'
aerial bombing campaign of World War II. The purpose of this book is not to question the moral
courage of the soldiers who fought in the war and it is clear that the author has deep admiration for
these men. However, he argues that we in the 'victor nations' have never really had to examine the
morality of the Allies' policies during the war and that ours in the generation who now must
undertake this examination. Grayling asks the controversial questions 'Did the Allies commit crimes
against humanity during their World War II aerial bombing campaigns against Germany and Japan?'
and 'Should victory in the war allow us to draw a cloak over crimes against humanity, if they
occurred?' In the light of the human principles that emerged from the titanic struggles of the 1940s,
we need to examine anew the nature, motivations and consequences of the Allied World War II
bombing campaigns. We need to ask whether the Allies committed crimes against humanity during
World War II? Among the Dead Cities will be an important, fascinating book from one of Britain's
leading thinkers and writers.
Island Hopping Across the Pacific Theater in World War II Feb 24 2022 *Includes pictures *Includes
accounts of the fighting *Includes online resources and a bibliography for further reading The
waters of the Pacific Ocean - stretching deep blue under the tropical sun, or scourged by typhoons provided World War II's most far-flung battlefield. Two of the world's premier mid 20th century
maritime powers, the United States of American and the Empire of Japan, grappled for supremacy
across that vast expanse. By the time the Battle of Midway was over in June 1942, the defeat was
so devastating for Japan that it was actually kept secret from all but the highest echelons of the
Japanese government. Along with the loss of hundreds of aircraft and over 3,000 men killed, the
four Japanese aircraft carriers lost, when compared to America's one lost carrier, was critical
considering America's huge shipbuilding superiority. The protagonists at Midway were putting into
practice a newly emerging naval doctrine, one which ultimately meted out a terrible punishment to
the side that miscalculated. Carrier versus carrier combat had come of age. From that point
forward, it would be the Americans who operated aggressively across the Pacific. The Guadalcanal
Campaign, which ran from August 1942 to February 1943, was a bitter and protracted struggle that
also happened to be a strange and transitional confrontation quite unlike any other in the long
Pacific War. In conjunction with the American victory at the Battle of Midway, Guadalcanal
represented the crucial moment when the balance of power in the Pacific tipped in favor of the
Allies, but the idea that Guadalcanal would be such a significant battle would have come as a
surprise to military strategists and planners on both sides. By the spring of 1943, American military
planners had begun to create a plan to dislodge Japan from east and southeast Asia. To do so, parts
of the Philippines were considered main strategic points in the potential Allied attack in the Pacific.
The end goal of the Allied plan was an invasion of the Japanese home islands, in which heavy aerial
bombardment would precede a ground assault. In order for this to occur, Allied forces would have
to occupy areas surrounding Japan, with China adding to Luzon (the largest island in the Philippines)
and Formosa (a large island off the coast of China) to create a triangle from which they could
launch their bombers. The Allied advance across the Pacific was based on this 1943 plan, with
General MacArthur and his forces moving to the north through New Guinea, then Morotai Island,
and then to Mindanao, which was the southernmost major island in the Philippines chain. At the
same time, Admiral Chester Nimitz sent his fleet through the central Pacific, where they engaged
Japanese forces at the Gilbert, Marshall, Marianas and Palau Islands en route to Mindanao.
Meanwhile, when Admiral Nimitz was directed to capture an island in the Bonin group, Iwo Jima
stood out for its importance in making progress against the mainland, with three airfields that

would allow American air forces to attack the Japanese mainland. Near the end of 1944, as Allied
forces were pushing across the Pacific and edging ever closer to Japan, plans were drawn up to
invade the Ryuku islands, the most prominent of them being Okinawa. Military planners anticipated
that an amphibious campaign would last a week, but instead of facing 60,000 Japanese defenders
as estimated, there were closer to 120,000 on the island at the beginning of the campaign in April
1945. The Battle of Okinawa was the largest amphibious operation in the Pacific theater, and it
would last nearly 3 months and wind up being the fiercest in the Pacific theater during the war, with
nearly 60,000 American casualties and over 100,000 Japanese soldiers killed. In addition, the battle
resulted in an estimated 40,000-150,000 Japanese civilian casualties.
Allied War Criminals of WWII Dec 01 2019 What would happen if the allied leaders of WWII were
held to the same Counts, Articles and ex-post-facto laws that the allies used at Nuremberg War
Trials against the German defendants in 1945? FDR, Truman, Eisenhower, LeMay Tibbets, Churchill,
de Gaulle, Stalin and others are examined in detail. The results were astonishing. Had the victors
been held to the same judgement as the Germans, they would have been found just as guilty if not
more so as the men they judged at the end of the war. A review of the original Nurenberg Trials is
included and clearly this allied court was found to be one of the worst examples of Western
democratic legal process in modern history.
Frederick the Great Jan 02 2020 A biography of the Prussian king and military legend from
“America’s leading historian” (Jeremy Black, author of Imperial Legacies). Famed for his military
successes and domestic reforms, Frederick the Great was a remarkable leader whose campaigns
were a watershed in the history of Europe, securing Prussia’s place as a continental power and
inaugurating a new pattern of total war that was to endure until 1916. However, much myth
surrounds this enigmatic man, his personality, and his role as politician, warrior, and king. From a
renowned military historian and winner of a Pritzker Literature Award, this book provides a
refreshing, multidimensional depiction of Frederick the Great and an objective, detailed reappraisal
of his military, political, and social achievements. Early chapters set the scene with an excellent
summary of eighteenth-century Europe and the Age of Reason; an analysis of the character,
composition, and operating procedures of the Prussian army; and an exploration of Frederick’s
personality as a young man. Later chapters examine his stunning victories at Rossbach and
Leuthen; his defeats at Prague and Kolín; and Prussia’s emergence as a key European power.
Written with style and verve, this book offers brilliant insights into the political and military history
of the eighteenth century—and one of history’s most famous rulers.
The Battle of Monte Cassino Apr 04 2020 *Includes pictures *Includes accounts of the fighting by
soldiers and generals on both sides *Includes online resources and a bibliography for further
reading *Includes a table of contents "The seemingly unending succession of mountain ranges,
ravines and rivers of the Italian terrain demanded the soldierly qualities of fighting valor and
endurance in a measure unsurpassed in any other theater of war." - General Sir Harold Alexander
"Wars should be fought in a better country than this." - Major General John P. Lucas Germany's
North African defeat opened up the possibility of taking the war in the west to the European
continent for the first time since France's lightning conquest by the Wehrmacht in 1940. The British
and Americans debated the merits of landing in France directly in 1943, but they ultimately opted
against it. The Soviets railed at the Westerners as "bastards of allies" - conveniently forgetting that
they aided and abetted Hitler's violent expansionism in eastern Europe for over a year starting in
1939 - but a 1943 "D-Day" style landing in France might have proven a strategic and logistical
impossibility anyway. Thus, in 1943, the theater of Allied operations shifted from North Africa to
Europe - Operation Husky, a mixed victory wresting control of Sicily from the Axis. The action also
caused Benito Mussolini's downfall, his imprisonment, and subsequent dramatic rescue by the scarfaced Otto Skorzeny - removing significant portions of Italy from the fascist camp, but nevertheless
failing to prevent a long Italian campaign. In fact, the lackluster Allied showing on Sicily and the
escape of most of the island's garrison encouraged Hitler to alter his plans and defend Italy
vigorously. With its rugged mountain ridges, deep valleys, and numerous rivers, Italy contained
tens of thousands of natural defensive positions. The Wehrmacht exploited these to the full during
the ensuing campaign, bogging down the Anglo-American armies in an endless series of costly,
time-consuming engagements. Even the rank and file German soldiers showed a clear awareness of
the Italy's strategic significance: "'The Tommies will have to chew their way through us inch by

inch, ' a German paratrooper wrote in an unfinished letter found on his corpse at Salerno, 'and we
will surely make hard chewing for them.'" (Hastings, 2011, 408). Indeed, it was a tough slog, and
few places were tougher on the Allies than Monte Cassino, which witnessed a series of Allied
attacks along the German line that aimed to create a breakthrough to Rome. Ultimately, the attacks
would force the Germans into retreat, but not before they had inflicted over 50,000 casualties at a
cost of about 20,000 of their own. The battle is perhaps best remembered today for the destruction
of a historic abbey that dated back to the 6th century, and the controversial decision to bomb it is
still widely debated today, but regardless, Monte Cassino and other operations around Anzio made
it possible for the Allies to take Rome on June 4, 1944. 2 days later, the Allies would land at
Normandy. The Battle of Monte Cassino: The History of the Battle for Rome during World War II
chronicles the crucial 1944 battle. Along with pictures of important people, places, and events, you
will learn about Monte Cassino like never before, in no time at all.
How the War Was Won Jan 26 2022 World War II is usually seen as a titanic land battle, decided by
mass armies, most importantly those on the Eastern Front. Phillips Payson O'Brien shows us the war
in a completely different light. In this compelling new history of the Allied path to victory, he argues
that in terms of production, technology and economic power, the war was far more a contest of air
and sea than land supremacy. He shows how the Allies developed a predominance of air and sea
power which put unbearable pressure on Germany and Japan's entire war-fighting machine from
Europe and the Mediterranean to the Pacific. Air and sea power dramatically expanded the area of
battle and allowed the Allies to destroy over half the Axis' equipment before it had even reached
the traditional 'battlefield'. Battles such as El Alamein, Stalingrad and Kursk did not win World War
II; air and sea power did.
Blind Bombing Aug 01 2022 Silver Medal winner in the Independent Book Publishers Awards Late in
1939 Nazi Germany was poised to overrun Europe and extend Adolf Hitler’s fascist control. At the
same time, however, two British physicists invented the resonant cavity magnetron. About the size
of a hockey puck, it unlocked the enormous potential of radar exclusively for the Allies. Since the
discovery of radar early in the twentieth century, development across most of the world had
progressed only incrementally. Germany and Japan had radar as well, but in just three years, the
Allies’ new radar, incorporating the top-secret cavity magnetron, turned the tide of war from
doubtful to a known conclusion before the enemy even figured out how. The tactical difference
between the enemy’s primitive radar and the Allies’ new radar was similar to that between a
musket and a rifle. The cavity magnetron proved to be the single most influential new invention
contributing to winning the war in Europe. Norman Fine tells the relatively unknown story of radar’s
transformation from a technical curiosity to a previously unimaginable offensive weapon. We meet
scientists and warriors critical to the story of radar and its pressure-filled development and
implementation. Blind Bombing brings to light two characters who played an integral role in the
story as it unfolded: one, a brilliant and opinionated scientist, the other, an easygoing twenty-oneyear-old caught up in the peacetime draft. This unlikely pair and a handful of their cohorts
pioneered a revolution in warfare. They formulated new offensive tactics by trying, failing, and
persevering, ultimately overcoming the naysayers and obstructionists on their own side and finally
the enemy. For more information about Blind Bombing, visit millwoodhouse.com.
The End of World War II in Europe Sep 02 2022 *Includes pictures *Includes accounts of the fighting
during D-Day, the Battle of the Bulge, the Battle of Berlin, and more. *Includes online resources and
a bibliography for further reading *Includes a table of contents By the end of 1943, with Allied
forces firmly established in Italy and the Soviets on the verge of turning the tide in Russia, the
British and Americans began to plot the invasion that would liberate Europe from the Nazis. During
the first half of 1944, the Americans and British commenced a massive buildup of men and
resources in the United Kingdom, while Allied Supreme Commander Dwight D. Eisenhower and
military brass planned the details of an enormous and complex amphibious invasion of Europe.
Though the Allies used misinformation to try deceiving the Germans, the most obvious place for an
invasion was just across the narrow English Channel, and the Germans had built coastal
fortifications throughout France to protect against just such an invasion. The invasion across the
Channel came in the early morning hours of June 6, 1944. That day, forever known as D-Day, the
Allies commenced Operation Overlord by staging the largest and most complex amphibious
invasion in human history. The complex operation would require tightly coordinated naval and air

bombardment, paratroopers, and even inflatable tanks that would be able to fire on fortifications
from the coastline, all while landing over 150,000 men across nearly 70 miles of French beaches.
Given the incredibly complex plan, it's no surprise that General Eisenhower had already written a
letter apologizing for the failure of the invasion, which he carried in his coat pocket throughout the
day. After the successful amphibious invasion on D-Day in June 1944, the Allies began racing east
toward Germany and liberating France along the way. It was Hitler's belief that by splitting the
Allied march across Europe in their drive toward Germany, he could cause the collapse of the
enemy armies and cut off their supply lines. Part of Hitler's confidence came as a result of
underestimating American resolve, but with the Soviets racing toward Berlin from the east, this final
offensive would truly be the last gasp of the German war machine, and the month long campaign
was fought over a large area of the Ardennes Forest, through France, Belgium and parts of
Luxembourg. From an Allied point of view, the operations were commonly referred to as the
Ardennes Offensive, while the German code phrase for the operation was Unternehmen Wacht am
Rhein ("Operation Watch on the Rhine"), with the initial breakout going under the name of
"Operation Mist." Today, Americans know it best as the Battle of the Bulge. After resisting the
German attack, the Allied armies began advancing, and with that, the race to Berlin was truly on. In
April 1945, the Allies were within sight of the German capital of Berlin, but Hitler refused to
acknowledge the collapsed state of the German military effort even at this desperate stage, and he
confined himself to his Berlin bunker where he met for prolonged periods only with those that
professed eternal loyalty, even to the point of death. In his last weeks, Hitler continued to blame
the incompetence of military officers for Germany's apparent failings, and he even blamed the
German people themselves for a lack of spirit and strength. As their leader dwelled in a state of selfpity, without remorse or mercy but near suicide, the people of Berlin were simply left to await their
fate as Russians advanced from the east and the other Allies advanced from the west. The battle
would technically begin on April 16, 1945, and though it ended in a matter of weeks, it produced
some of the war's most climactic events and had profound implications on the immediate future. In
the wake of the war, the European continent was devastated, leaving the Soviet Union and the
United States as uncontested superpowers.
The Allies Jul 28 2019 Best-selling author Winston Groom tells the complex story of how Franklin
Roosevelt, Winston Churchill, and Joseph Stalin--the three iconic and vastly different Allied
leaders--aligned to win World War II and created a new world order. By the end of World War II, 59
nations were arrayed against the axis powers, but three great Allied leaders--Franklin Roosevelt,
Winston Churchill, and Joseph Stalin--had emerged to control the war in Europe and the Pacific.
Vastly different in upbringing and political beliefs, they were not always in agreement--or even on
good terms. But in the end, these three men presided over a new world order. Best-selling historian
Winston Groom returns to tell one of the biggest stories of the 20th century: The interwoven and
remarkable tale, and a fascinating study of leadership styles, of three world leaders who fought the
largest war in history.
Wings of War Oct 23 2021 The incredible, untold story behind the rise of the P-51 Mustang, the
World War II fighter plane that destroyed the Luftwaffe and made D-Day possible “[A] fascinating
book about passion and innovation.”—Walter Isaacson When the P-51 Mustang began tearing
across European skies in early 1944, the Allies had been losing the air war for years. Staggering
numbers of bomber crews, both British and American, had been shot down and killed thanks to the
Luftwaffe’s superior fighter force. Not only did the air war appear grim, but any landing of troops in
France was impossible while German fighters hunted overhead. But behind the scenes, a team of
visionaries had begun to design a bold new type of airplane, one that could outrun and
outmaneuver Germany’s best. Wings of War is the incredible true story of the P-51 Mustang fighter
and the unlikely crew of designers, engineers, test pilots, and army officers who brought it from the
drafting table to the skies over World War II. This is hardly a straightforward tale of building an
airplane—for years, the team was stymied by corruption within the defense industry and
stonewalled by the Army Air Forces, who failed to understand the Mustang’s potential. But when
squadrons of Mustangs were finally unleashed over Hitler’s empire, the Luftwaffe was decimated
within months, clearing the skies for D-Day. A compelling, character-focused narrative replete with
innovation, determination, and bravery, Wings of War is the never-before-told story of the airplane
that truly changed the course of World War II.

Vichy Air Force at War Nov 23 2021 "At the beginning of World War II the French faced the German
invasion with 4,360 modern combat aircraft and 790 new machines currently arriving from French
and American factories each month. When the phony war finally ended, some 119 of 210 squadrons
were ready for action on the north-eastern front. The others were reequipping or stationed in the
French colonies. Of the 119 squadrons France could bring into action only one-fourth of the aircraft
were battle-ready.With France overrun by June 1940, what remained of the French air force was
either concentrated in the unoccupied zone or had been hastily redeployed to the colonies.
Nonetheless, in retaliation for the British attack on the French fleet in Oran, French bombers, based
in French Morocco, carried out retaliatory air raids over Gibraltar. The Armee de l'Air de Vichy was
born and would fight to the best of its ability against the Free French's allies in theatres as distant
as north-west Africa, Syria, Lebanon, Madagascar and the Far East. Not only would they take to the
skies against the British and later the Americans, they would also willingly take part in aerial duels
against Free French pilots.Only a handful of books have been written on French aircraft, but never
has there been a complete history of the operations of the Vichy Air Force and its fratricidal war.
This title literally spans the globe, examining forgotten air combats. It is also important to note that
many of the Vichy pilots that survived the air combats later volunteered to join the Free French and
would fight with great courage and distinction alongside the very pilots that they had been trying to
kill.rnrnThis book describes all major theatres of combat, examines the aircraft flown and lengthy
appendices cover operational units, victory credits and the Aeronautique Navale"--Dust jacket.
World War II in 1941: the History of the War's Most Pivotal Year Dec 13 2020 *Includes pictures
*Includes accounts of fighting *Includes online resources and a bibliography for further reading At
the beginning of 1941, it was unclear whether the Allies would be able to remain in the war for
much longer. British Prime Minister Winston Churchill had already immortalized the men of the
Royal Air Force with one of the West's most famous war-time quotes, but the potential of a German
invasion of Britain still loomed. With the comfort of hindsight, historians now suggest that the
picture was actually more complex than that, but the Battle of Britain, fought throughout the
summer and early autumn of 1940, was unquestionably epic in scope. The largest air campaign in
history at the time, the vaunted Nazi Luftwaffe sought to smash the Royal Air Force, but thankfully,
the RAF stood toe to toe with the Luftwaffe and ensured Hitler's planned invasion was permanently
put on hold. The Allied victory in the Battle of Britain inflicted a psychological and physical defeat
on the Luftwaffe and Nazi regime at large, and as the last standing bastion of democracy in Europe,
Britain would provide the toehold for the June 1944 invasion of Europe that liberated the continent.
For those reasons alone, the Battle of Britain was one of the decisive turning points of history's
deadliest conflict. In the warm predawn darkness of June 22, 1941, 3 million men waited along a
front hundreds of miles long, stretching from the Baltic coast of Poland to the Balkans. Ahead of
them in the darkness lay the Soviet Union, its border guarded by millions of Red Army troops
echeloned deep throughout the huge spaces of Russia. This massive gathering of Wehrmacht
soldiers from Adolf Hitler's Third Reich and his allied states - notably Hungary and Romania - stood
poised to carry out Operation Barbarossa, Hitler's surprise attack against the country of his putative
ally, Soviet dictator Joseph Stalin. Stalin knew that if he could delay an invasion through the
summer of 1941, he would be safe for another year, but Hitler began to plan to invade Russia by
May of 1941. Since military secrets are typically the hardest to keep, Stalin soon began to hear
rumors of the invasion, but even when Winston Churchill contacted him in April of 1941 warning
him that German troops seemed to be massing on Russia's border, Stalin remained dubious. Stalin
felt even more secure in his position when the Germans failed to invade the following May. What
Stalin did not realize was that Hitler had simply overstretched himself in Yugoslavia and only
planned to delay the invasion by a few weeks. As the beginning the start of the fighting on the
Eastern Front, the deadliest part of history's deadliest war, Operation Barbarossa would turn out to
be arguably the most fateful choice of World War II., but if it wasn't, that distinction may very well
go to another decision made in the second half of 1941. All Americans are familiar with the "day
that will live in infamy." At 9:30 a.m. on Sunday, December 7, 1941, Pearl Harbor, the advanced
base of the United States Navy's Pacific Fleet, was ablaze. It had been smashed by aircraft
launched by the carriers of the Imperial Japanese Navy. All eight battleships had been sunk or badly
damaged, 350 aircraft had been knocked out, and over 2,000 Americans lay dead. Indelible images
of the USS Arizona exploding and the USS Oklahoma capsizing and floating upside down have been

ingrained in the American conscience ever since. In less than an hour and a half the Japanese had
almost wiped out America's entire naval presence in the Pacific. World War II in 1941: The History of
the War's Most Pivotal Year chronicles the year that the fate of the free world hung in the balance.
Along with pictures of important people, places, and events, you will learn about World War II in
1941 like never before.
Why the Allies Won May 30 2022 Explains how the Allies regained military superiority after 1942,
and discusses important campaigns, naval battles, industrial strength, fighting ability, leadership,
and moral issues
Hitler's Atlantic Wall: Normandy Sep 29 2019 This highly informative book begins with an
examination of the background to Germany's primary military objectives in relation to the western
end of their self-styled 'Fortress Europe' including the early foundation of shore defences in
northern France.In 1941, there was a switch in emphasis of the Atlantic Wall's role from attack to
defence. Beach defences became more elaborate and the Nazi-controlled Todt Organisation began
a massive building programme constructing new bunkers and reinforcing existing sites, using
forced labour.Hitler appointed Rommel to formulate Germany's anti-invasion plans in early 1944. At
the same time the Allies were making extensive studies of the fortifications and preparing for the
challenge of overcoming this most formidable of obstacles.Using, in many cases, previously
unpublished accounts of the soldiers on the ground this book follows Britain's 79th Armoured
Division, Sir Percy Hobart's 'Funnies', as they utilised their unique weaponry in support of Allied
efforts to ensure the success of the invasion. The author draws on British, American, Canadian and
German sources.Hitler's Atlantic Wall Normandy also includes information on war cemeteries along
with travel information and accommodation suggestions and a guide to the relevant museums.
Hitler Triumphant Jan 14 2021 What if the Allies had been defeated at Normandy? What if the
German airborne had kept its wings after the capture of Crete? How would Britain have stood up in
the face of tyranny after the fall of France should Winston Churchill have been absent from office?
In this fascinating collection of alternate outcomes to some of the most pivotal moments of World
War II, Peter G. Tsouras has assembled top historians and military analysts to discuss alternate
realities where slightly different circumstances could have led to German victory.
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